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Technology

H24 wave and tidal energy converter – VERY short outline

Near shore wave and tidal
energy converter H24-50
(rated at 50kW, part of the Htype family).
Had a full scale prototype
tested at sea in the Marina di
Pisa production (and grid
connected) site during 20152016.
First
production
(dissipated locally) of energy
at sea achieved on January
2nd 2016 (TRL = 7)
Completely underwater under all operational conditions; resilient to even the biggest
storms; inexpensive compared to alternatives; very efficient; easy to install, maintain
and decommission. Scalable to large machines like the 500kW unit H24-500 coming in
2018; shares powertrain with R115-400; patented design.
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What the H24-50 is and what it can do for marine energy
The H24-50 is the first product in the marine energy market to address the community
scale in a technologically credible and economically sustainable way. This is a sector of
the market which was considered completely irrealistic before the H24-50 came to be:
for that reason it deserves the title of a disruptive product.
In this space, where more than the total cost of the electricity produced, ease of
deployment and simplicity of O&M are the real deal makers or breakers, the H24-50
has no credible competitor.
The several months of testing at sea of the first H24-50, and 11 years of experience by
the 40South Energy team, reduce the technology risk to levels compatible with the risk
appetite of potential buyers in this sector (which is much higher than that of . This is
even more true as the value at risk for an H24-50 installation can be as low a 200k
euros, and can be hedged easily with financial instruments.
The H24-50 opens up a tremendous market opportunity, and can bring very quickly
marine energy where mini-wind is today.
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Current ativities overview
To complete development of the H24 and start selling commercial units, 40South
Energy Italia will need an additional funding round or a financially robust partner
which can help to bridge the last financial hurdle. Any interested party should write
to Michele Grassi at the address michele@40southenergy.com

Activities currently underway at the Pisa facilities of 40South Energy Italia SRL are:
1.

Testing on land of the new transmission package (version 2), in preparation for its
installation in the coming days (by Elements Works SRL) on the H24-50 machine
currently deployed in Marina di Pisa, Italy

2.

Completion of the design of the H24-50v2, in preparation for the construction of
the first unit
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Transmission v2 installation and testing

The first H24-50 unit was deployed at sea in a grid connected site in Marina di Pisa in
November of 2015.
The unit, which was a Technology Readiness Level 7 demonstrator, performed as
expected and validated the solutions used in it.
The machine was sold to Enel Green Power in November 2016, as part of a more
general agreement which involved also the investment by Enel Green Power and
Invitalia Ventures in 40South Energy Italia for a total of 2,25M euros.
The agreement implies among other things that 40South Energy Italia has been able
since September 2017 to use the H24 in Marina di Pisa for its own R&D activities.
Operations at sea on the machine are conducted by Elements Works SRL.
Currently, 40South Energy Italia is testing inside its facilities in Pisa the new release
of the transmission. This new transmission will be installed on the H24 in Marina di
Pisa, to upgrade the machine and to test the new transmission in realistic conditions.
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H24-50 v2 design

The “version 2” of the transmission is a major component of the “version 2” for the H2450 machine.
The H24-50 v2 will be a TRL 8 unit, good for commercial deployments. Here are its main
characteristics:
-

Nominal power: 50kW
Physical size: approximately 12m long and 6m wide for the static part
Mooring: gravity based with anchor and/or micro pile reinforcements for sand
installations; direct fixing on rock for hard bottom installations.
Price: If you are seriously interested in buying one, you can ask me at
michele@40southenergy.com

The machines are good for stand-alone installations and for arrays. In front of harbor
protection structures they can be laid in linear array configuration to maximize
effectiveness and reduce surface use. A whole array can be installed in hours also in front
of existing structures. The extreme flexibility and low cost of the design will allow it to
jump-start the commercial “community scale” marine energy sector.
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Next steps

Potential projects for the initial application of the H24-50v2 are already under study
by partner developers and EPCs. 40South Energy Italia is a “dry” company and relies
on partners for feasibility studies and for deployments.
The plants sizes that we see in current leads range from one to up to three machines,
to optimize cable usage. The typical electrical configuration for all these initial
scenarios is for island mode and low voltage. Even in cases where the grid is present,
the design remains the same (mini-grid on-grid) to simplify design.
And, just in case you missed it:
To complete development of the H24 and start selling commercial units, 40South
Energy Italia will need an additional funding round or a financially robust partner
which can help to bridge the last financial hurdle. Any interested party should write
to Michele Grassi at the address michele@40southenergy.com
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